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4. **Rationale:**

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most prevalent neurodegenerative disease and its causes are largely unknown. Recent experimental data suggest that vitamin D may protect against PD mostly due to its antioxidative and immunomodulatory properties.
Several case-control studies have demonstrated that PD patients had substantially lower levels of circulating vitamin D than controls. But these cross-sectional comparisons did not address the direction and nature of this association. We therefore propose to prospectively evaluate serum vitamin D in relation to the risk of PD in the ARIC study.

5. **Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:**

Higher levels of serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D is associated with a lower risk for PD.

6. **Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).**

We propose to examine serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D measured at ARIC study visit 2 (1990-1992) in relation to future risk of PD (1992-2008). In ARIC, potential PD cases though 2008 were identified from multiple sources at and a total of 106 PD cases were adjudicated. For this specific analysis, we will exclude ARIC participants who 1) did not have 25(OH)D measurements at visit 2; 2) are neither Black nor White; 3) consented only to cardiovascular research; 4) had prevalent PD at visit 2; or 5) were missing/undetermined on PD status. We plan to use Cox proportional models to derive hazard ratios and 95% confidence interval. Follow-up will be defined as age at PD diagnosis, death, loss to follow-up, or December 31 2008 whichever came first. Vitamin D level will be defined as quartile or tertile depending on the sample size or according to meaningful clinical cutoffs (e.g. <20, 20-30, and >30 ng/mL). All analyses will adjust for age at visit 2, gender, and race. Additional potential confounders (such as smoking, caffeine intake, plasma urate level, and estimated glomerular filtration rate) will be evaluated individually and adjusted if they meaningfully change the risk estimates. Despite the small sample size, we will also evaluate interactions by race, and by key vitamin D binding protein SNPs rs7041 and rs4588. Regardless of whether a statistically significant race-interaction is observed, race-stratified results will be reported, given inherent interest. As PD may have a long prodromal period, we plan to conduct additional analyses by examining the relationship separately for the first half and second half of the follow-up or by excluding cases identified in the first 5 years of follow-up. The main limitations of the current study are the relatively small sample size and the lack of cohort-wide systematic case ascertainment.
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